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Program Release Information 
 
1. Release version and download file name 
Following firmware version has been released. 
[for bizhub PRO 951] 

Model name Language Current Ver New Ver Program file name Note 

bizhub PRO 
951 

English G00-40 G00-52 
A4EW011_00P1_G00_5200.BIN ISWTrns 

A4EW011_00P1_G00_5200.sum 
Checksum for 

ISWTrns 
[Download file structure] 
- 951_00P1_G00_52.zip (Printer Controller firmware for ISW Trns) 
- bh951_ControllerSoftwareSwitchList_g00_52.xls (The List of controller memory switch) 
- PRI_DLBT1713044EN.doc (This file) 

 
2. Folder structure 
When the downloaded file is extracted, file directory is configured as follows. 

<Folder name>    <Actual file name> 
- PRESS_M1250 

- P    A4EW011_00P1_G00_5200.BIN 
     A4EW011_00P1_G00_5200.sum 
 
3. Procedure of storing the program files into the USB memory 
Since USB memory is used for upgrading a firmware version, extract a program file attached to this document beforehand 
and store the folder [PRESS_M1250] in USB memory.   (Remark: DO NOT change the folder name.) 
 
4. Remarks 
This firmware has to be applied at same time with the I1-ROM (G00-52) of the engine. If the firmware doesn't match, the 
engine displays C-C136 on the operation panel at the turning-on. 
 
5. Where changed 
5.1 Newly added function and others 
None 
5.2 Correction of malfunctions 
1) A letter overlapping with a transparence object gains weight. 

 
2) The character omission, or PPML RIP Error is occurred with the PPML file. 

It's necessary to change controller memory switch No.96 to ON (1). 
Controller software SW No.96 = 0: Delete function is effective for overlapped subset fonts. (Default) 

= 1: Delete function isn’t effective for overlapped subset fonts. 
*To the SW No.96 is 1(ON) in case PPML RIP Error is occurred. 

 
3) In Printgroove Queue, Slip sheets cannot be applied to a job directly after a page which is designated as a Page 

Exception. 
 

4) When OpenAPI SDK was used, the registration of device was not finished normally. 
 

5) A specific PDF files do not print via direct print and produce an OFFENDING COMMAND error page. 
 

6) SHA2 is supported (2048bit of generated key code). 
 

7) A ppml file isn't printed correctly. 
 

8) After installation of Windows update KB3161639 (including KB3161606, KB3172614, KB3161608, KB3172605), an 
error is occurred by SSL/TLS communication. 

 
9) A PS Error page is printed if a specific PS job is output by Direct Print. 
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10) When the specified pdf file was output by using lpr command, characters were garbled. 
[Related Escalation ID: ERBJTS1600877320 / ERBEU_1600881526] 

11) Machine hang when a pcl job send to printer. 
[Related Escalation ID: ERBHK_1600885300] 

12) The job are completely printed, but after the last page is printed the Data-LED on the system keeps blinking. 
[Related Escalation ID: ERBDFS1600884879] 

13) When setting multiple per page settings for the same page on Printgroove, the printing order differs from the specified 
order. 

 
14) DATA indicator flashes but cannot print out. 

 
15) Modified the problem that the PPML data of PSDP become "the Fatal error" in JobCentro 2.0. 

 
16) Printed Media based, "Media name" is displayed at "Print display area" of "Insert Sheet" in "Application". 

 
17) Malfunction of converting "mm" to "pt" of Page spacing.  

About converting "mm" to "pt", the data is rounded off to the nearest whole number incorrectly when minus value is set. 
 

18) A ppml file isn't printed correctly 
 

19) Banner page doesn't work correctly. 
 

20) It cannot be printed but displayed an error when a specific ppml file is outputted. 
 

21) Letters cannot be printed correctly when a pdf file created by Prinect Printready is outputted. 
 

22) Data blinking, no print, restart need. 
 

23) It is overwritten that lang folder exported. 
 

24) When a PDF file with SRA3 original is printed by lpr, the image isn't placed on the paper correctly but moved around 3 
mm. 

 
25) The job of the mixed paper size made by the A4 and custom size is outputted by the top binding, even if the specified 

left binding. 
By changing the following memory switch, it is able to change the page orientation of the back page layout in mixed 
media size job. 

It's necessary to change controller memory switch No.49 to ON (1). 
Controller software SW No.49=0: Disable (default) 

=1: Enable 
 

26) PCL copy command is not recognized correctly. 
It's necessary to change controller memory switch No.60 to ON (1). 

Controller software SW No.60=0: Disable (default) 
=1: Enable : The number of copies PageHeader sends to the engine fixed to one, 

the number of copies specified by upper is sent to the engine. 
Controller software SW No.60 enabled, there are the following restrictions. 

-Sort function not available 
-Page stamp enabled, the serial number is applied to total pages including the number of copies. 
-Offset setting per sort not available. 

 
27) PCL job is not output to the specified tray. 

It's necessary to change controller memory switch No.78 to ON (1).. 
Controller software SW No.78=0: Disable) (default) 

=1: Enable : When no tray is specified, Auto tray is prioritized. 
 

28) When PDF jobs included Chinese font are sent by Direct Print, some fonts are not outputted correctly. 
 

29) Controller Error will be displayed when the controller has been run for 24hrs and 365 days without turn-off. 
A function is added; By change the engine dipsw No.68-7 to 1 (ON), the controller can make "shut off and on" once 
automatically when the engine gets "Auto Shut off" mode. 

 
30) Some part of a specific page isn’t printed if a PCL job is outputted.  

 
31) A specific letter isn’t printed when a PCL file which has macro is outputted. 
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32) PCL form cannot be registered by 600 forms but up to 200 forms only through Font Management Utility. 
(It makes available by 1000 forms.) 

 
33) In case the original size is bigger than the paper size, the front and back positioning isn't met. 

* To turn on the controller memory switches, No.32, No.46, No.48 and No.77. 
 

34) A pdf file created by a specific system cannot be outputted sometimes. 
 

35) Log is not printed correctly. 
 

36) The printing stops during the process of some sets of the 30,000 page job. 
 

37) The controller stops at data receiving if the specific PDF job is sent by Direct print. 
 

38) Specific pdf job cannot output from PSDP. 
 

39) It was mended that User Cancel is displayed when jobs are outputted from Printgroove. 
 

40) An error do not occur at Apache Axis2 in security scan. 
 

41) The job that was saved in BOX cannot be printed from Printgroove POD Queue, and it has been canceled. 
 

42) An error occurs when a particular PPT file is printed by using PCL driver. 
 

43) The next job is canceled and outputted a PS error page if the printing job was cancelled. 
 

44) If IEEE802.1x authentication is turned on, the Key isn't generated by SSL 2048 bit (DSA/RSA) but by 1024 bit. 
 

45) OpenAPI messages of Pcounter(3rd vendor App) isn't processed correctly. 
 

46) Printing is going slower and the controller will be frozen. 
 

47) Scan encrypt PDF separately, in the case of reading stop and restart, the file which does not go of the password is 
created. 

[Related Escalation ID: None] 
5.3 Change of the specification and requests from markets 

1) Printer supports HTTP commands for removing all of the form files from HDD. 
All of the form files are removed from HDD by the following command. 

GET /cgi-bin/delete_archive_job.cgi?id=-1&pwd=Plug-in Form Password HTTP/1.0 
If Plug-in Form Password is set to default value “password”, all of the form files are removed from HDD by the 
following command. 

GET /cgi-bin/delete_archive_job.cgi?id=-1&pwd=EBB3D72138E553FFA70B72EF6BD2B85E%20HTTP / 
HTTP/1.1 

It's necessary to change controller memory switch No.94 to ON (1). 
Controller software SW No.94=0: (Disable) (default)  

=1: (Enable) 
 

2) When the printer is in paper empty state or paper jam state, the printer returns TCP Window Zero and does not send 
TCP Window Update. 

And the printer sets hrDeviceStatus to "down (5)", and set hrPrinterDetectedErrorState to "offline (Bit#6, Hex"0x02)". 
It's necessary to change controller memory switch No.89 to ON (1). 

Controller software SW No.89=0: (Disable) (default)  
=1: (Enable) 

 
3) Delays the print data transfer if 50 jobs or more are registered. 

If the number of the active and reserved jobs reaches 50 or more, the printer delays the print data transfer. 
This control cause the delay in the registration of the maximum number of the jobs which the printer can hold. 

It's necessary to change controller memory switch No.91 to ON (1). 
Controller software SW No.91=0: (Disable) (default) 

=1: (Enable) 
 

4) When PERPAGESET command line exceeds 105 lines, Print job is deleted and Error popup message is displayed. 
PJL command of Paper name is PPSUSERMEDIANAME. 
PopUp message is:  

- Detected error page 
Cancel print job? 
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Display button of popup message is: 
- Cancel job 

-> Cancel and delete the job soon. 
- Continue 

-> When you press this button, output the print job as current specification. 
It's necessary to change controller memory switch No.92 to ON (1).. 

Controller software SW No.92=0: (Disable) (default) 
=1: (Enable) 

In that time, please use the following Engine DipSW. 
Engine DipSW 71-3: ON. 

 
5) When the print controller soft switch No. 26 is set to value "1" , pcl5 select paper tray command (<esc>&l251 ~ 255H) is 

enabled. 
It's necessary to change controller memory switch No.93 to ON (1). 

Controller software SW No.93: =1 (ON) 
When designated size tray is set to "Auto", Auto switching paper feed tray take precedence. 

 
6) Set the "MAIL FROM" address and "FROM" address of the e-mail for sending scan data to administrator e-mail address 

when user authentication is enabled. 
It's necessary to change controller memory switch No.97 to ON (1). 

Controller software SW No.97= 0: "MAIL FROM" address and "FROM" address are set to login user's e-mail 
address. (Default) 

= 1: "MAIL FROM" address and "FROM" address are set to administrator e-mail 
address. 

 
7) Blank sheets can be fed continuously from plural PI trays (maximum 5 PI trays) and they can be inserted before the 1st 

page. This feature can be available even for JDF jobs. 
 

8) In the case of receiving the job which contains PS error, the machine will display error messages at the time of output. 
*You need to enable a function of PS Error Print. 
Controller > 02 Direct Print Settings > 03 PS Setting > PS Error Print: ON  

 
9) "Custom size" display on operation panel display of "Paper size". 

The case that the paper size is saved as the "Custom size" which is defined from driver to main body, it is displayed by 
defined "Paper size" on the operation panel. 

This feature can be enabled with the following Engine DIPSW setting. 
When the user set Main body "DIPSW 45-2=1 (Paper size 320mmx470mm is supported) / (This DIPSW has already 
existed as the special FW function)" and new DIPSW: "DIPSW 69-0=1", operation panel is displayed in the following. 

Main body DIPSW 69-0=1 
-The case of print job 

Paper size which is defined from driver is displayed as an icon display. 
The case of custom size paper, it is displayed as the "(aaa x bbb)". 

-The case of copier job 
As of old. 
The case of normal, it is displayed as a normal icon display. 
The case of custom, it is displayed [Custom]  

DIPSW 69-0=0 
- Disabled 

 
10) When you print something by PSDP, LPR command, or PS Plug-in driver, 

(1) Double-byte characters are printable on banner page. 
(2) Banner page will be supported by all kinds of PDL. (PDF can be printed by PSDP.) 

This feature can be changed with the following software switch setting. 
Controller software SW No.56=0: (Disable) (default) 

=1: (Enable) 
(3) You can print the information of the number of copies on banner page. 

This feature can be changed with the following software switch setting. 
Controller software SW No.57=0: (Disable) (default) 

=1: (Enable) 
(4) You can change the timing of banner page output. 

(When you set the job as face up, banner page will be printed after the jobs.) 
This feature can be changed with the following software switch setting. 

Controller software SW No.58=0: (Disable) (default) 
=1: (Enable) 

 
11) Supports E-mail notification of job start and job completion. 
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It's necessary to change controller memory switch No.86 to ON (1). 
Controller software SW No.86: =0: (Disable) (default) 

=1: (Enable) 
Regarding E-mail setting, please set it by the following point. 

PSWC - Administrator -0 Maintenance - Status Notification Setting - E-mail Address. 
 

12) Able to send Scan to SMB for DELL Fluid File System. 
MFP selects old command or new command based on type of destination OS when executing SMB Send. 
This customization enables to select new command SMB_COM_NT_CREATE_ANDX, if the value of 
NativeLanManager is detected as DellFluidFS. 

 
13) Support the PCL5 command and corresponding MEDIACOLOR. 

It's necessary to change controller memory switch No.80 to ON (1). 
Controller software SW No.80=0: (Disable) (default) 

=1: (Enable) 
Support the following PCL5 command and corresponding MEDIACOLOR are as follows: 

<esc>&n6WdWhite => White 
<esc>&n7WdYellow => Yellow 
<esc>&n5WdBlue => Blue 
<esc>&n6WdGreen => Green 
<esc>&n4WdRed => Pink 
<esc>&n6WdClear => Clear 

* When the device receives "<esc>&n4WdRed", it specifies "Pink" instead of "Red" because KMI device has Colored 
Paper "Pink" as standard specification. 

* As standard specification, ATS works between the paper trays that are specified same paper color. 
This customization doesn't affect the above function. 

 
14) The file name, which is displayed on "Job History List" of WebUtility etc., is changed from a box file name (maximum 

length is 32 byte) to a job name (maximum length is more than 32 byte).The target job is the following: 
- "Save in User Box" job from PSDP 
- "Save in User Box" job, which "File Name" is specified, from PS Plug-in driver 

It's necessary to change controller memory switch No.84 to ON (1). 
Controller software SW No.84 = 0: Disable (Default) 

= 1: Enable 
 

15) If Controller software SW No.85 is ON, Print Type settings and Paper Tray settings will be selected automatically if the 
value of Post Script command Media Type is specified as follows: 

MediaType (TOP): Duplex and Tray 5 is selected. 
MediaType (BOTTOM): Duplex and Tray 3 is selected. 

Controller software SW No.85 = 0: Disable (Default) 
= 1: Enable 

* When you set Controller software SW No.85 to OFF, Print Type settings and Paper Tray settings will be selected as 
PJL or PS Custom Operator specifies, even if you specify MediaType (TOP) or (BOTTOM) in Post Script command. 

*The same function of DLBT1101676EN is employed to bizhub PRESS 1250. 
 

16) Support for inserting Z-Folded paper (307x420 mm) into custom-sized perfect binding (307x221mm) when using PS 
Plug-in driver. 

By setting the Controller software SW No.49 to "0" (Disable), prohibition of inserting Z-Folded paper into custom-sized 
perfect binding is released. 

Controller software SW No.49 = 0: Disable (Default) 
= 1: Enable *This Controller memory Switch already exists. 

 
*When 307x420 mm-sized paper is Z-Folded, the folded paper size becomes 307x206 mm. 
*The position of Z-Folded paper could vary in printed perfect bindings (307x221 mm) because the width of folded 

paper is 15 mm shorter than that of other non-folded paper (221-206=15 mm). 
 

17) A total number of pages of job is able to print on Banner page. 
Controller software SW No.87 = 0: Disable (Default) 

= 1: Enable 
*Please set Controller software SW No.57 = 1 to print info of the number of copies together. 

 
18) In the case of receiving the job which contains PS error, the machine will display error messages at the time of output. 

*You need to enable a function of PS Error Print. 
Controller > 02 Direct Print Settings > 03 PS Setting > PS Error Print: ON 
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19) When the fatal error occurs, a printer is issues Service Call, and its panel displays malfunction code, the printer returns 
TCP Window Zero and does not send TCP Window Update. 

And the printer sets hrDeviceStatus to "down (5)", and set hrPrinterDetectedErrorState to "offline (Bit#6, Hex"0x02)". 
It's necessary to change controller memory switch No.88 to ON (1). 

Controller software SW No.88=0: Disable (default) 
=1: Enable 

 
 
6. Restrictions 

6.1 Remaining malfunctions 
- The machine does not send the readback command of EOJ. 

 
6.2 Functional restrictions 
1) When turning OFF and ON again the main power switch of the main body, please leave for the Interval of 10 or more 

seconds. 
If the interval is too short, the ending process of the printer controller finishes incompletely and the printer controller 

cannot be recognized. 
As the result, error code (A1-01) may occur. 
If "A1-01" occurs, turn the machine off by the main power switch, leave off 10 seconds, then turn the machine back on. 

2) The maximum number of PCs that can access to PageScope Web Connection is 20. 
If more than 20 machines (number of PCs) access to PageScope Web Connection, the response becomes slow or the 
connection to PageScope Web Connection becomes impossible. 

3) With Scan To HDD, multiple files cannot be saved with the same name in one BOX. 
If saving file name already exists in the BOX, the file which is saved after is cancelled. 

<<Workaround>> 
If there is a file with the same name in the subjective Box, change the file name. 

4) Soon after a card registration was finished successfully, again the card was performed registering for some change 
without once exiting from the registration screen, it is not registered the change but the original one after exiting the 
registration screen by clicking “OK” button because “Register” was displayed on the card information though the 
registration was “Failure”. 

<<Workarounds>> 
When a card is needed to re-register by some reason, once exit from the registration screen and enter again for it. 

5) Network setting is initialized by downgrading the controller firmware from the ver.4.0 to ver.2.5 or earlier. 
Please write down the all setting before the downgrading and re-set then after that. 
Also, the first booting up after the downgrading will be displayed "Controller error". 
In that case, please turn off the main power and keep it for 10 seconds and turn it on. 

6) In case All, Parameter or Spool of IC HDD Format is performed from Service Mode, Please perform the formatting after 
turning IWS setting and the main power off and keep it for 10 seconds and turn it on. 

Note; In case any of the IC HDD format is performed, IWS app is deleted. Please re-install the app in case of need. 
 
7. Programs to be applied at the same time 
Please use the following printer driver. 

PS (Plug-in) driver for Windows OS  Ver.1.0.63 or later version 
PS (Plug-in) driver for Mac OS  Ver.1.0.63 or later version 
PS (P) driver for Windows OS  Ver.1.0.0 or later version 
PS (P) driver for Mac OS   Ver.1.0.0 or later version 
PCL driver for Windows OS  Ver.1.1.0.0 or later version 

About the firmware, please see “9. Latest program combinations”. 
 
8. Installing the program 

8.1 Installing of the controller firmware 
<< ISW using USB memory>> 

When you use a Service Port to update the program, copy the whole folder of the firmware, which is shown as 
“PRESS_M1250”, onto USB memory stick. 
Please note that if you copy only program files to USB memory, the program files aren't recognized to bizhub PRESS 
1052/1250/1250P. 
For the details, please refer to the Service Manual. 

<<Internet ISW>> 
For the details, please refer to the Service Manual. 

8.2 How to check version 
You can check the version by the following procedure. 

<<How to check on the operation panel screen>> 
1) Turn ON the sub switch button while pressing [Utility/Counter] button on the operation panel and enter the service 

mode. 
Or, press [Utility/Counter] button on the operation panel and display the utility screen. 
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Then press "Stop", "0", "0", "Stop", "0" and "1" of numeric keypad to enter the Service Mode. 
2) Select [08 Firmware Version]. 
3) Select [01 Firmware Version]. 
4) The firmware version screen is displayed, then confirms that the ver. of IC Control P is to display the installed ver. 

 
9. Latest program combinations 
Latest program versions of mass-production are as follows. 

[bizhub PRO 951 related] 
Product name Program name ROM Version 

bizhub PRO 951 

Image control program I0 G00-52 
Print control program C G00-52 
Sound program T G00-10 
Web browser program W G00-51 
IC controll program P G00-52 

DF-616 DF-616 control program F G00-10 
ZU-608 ZU-608 control program Z G00-30 
FS-532 FS-532 control program N G00-90 
SD-510 SD-510 control program K G00-40 

 
 
10. OpenAPI supported function level 
The following is OpenAPI supported function level on this firmware. 

OpenAPI: 
OpenAPI Function Level 3.7 

Detail: 
Supported applications Ver. Note 
eCopy 4.6 and 5.0  

SafeQ  3.6.2 and 4.0 
Correspond to only the native version 
(None browser version) 

Equitrac 4.2  
PageScope Authentication Manager 3.1.02000[Build 0001]  
PageScope MyPrintManager 3.1.02000[Build 0002]  
PageScope Net Care Device Manager 3.1.02000[Build 0007]  
PageScope Account Manager 3.1.02000[Build 0005]  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[Reference Information] 
In future service activities, when you have received an inquiry from a customer, please check "Service Guide" and 
"Controller service tool". 

 
bizhub PRO 951, bizhub PRESS 1250/1250P/1052 Service Guide 
Controller service tool       

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

* Company names and product names in this document are the registered trademarks for respective companies. 
Copyright(C) 2017-2018 KONICA MINOLTA, INC. 



bh.951 Controller Software Switch List (numeric order) Update:  2018/01/10

This is the list of controller software switch setting.
It's possible to change or confirm the setting the following procedure.   [Machine] - [Controller] - [08 Administrator] - [01 Software Switch Setting]

1
Select paper size of file 
conversion from PDF to 
PS.

0 1

For PDF direct print jobs with original 
PDF data whose MediaBox and 
CropBox values are different from each 
other, specify which setting to use to 
determine the output paper size.

1) MediaBox size: PDF Paper size
2) CropBox size: screen display size

- -

2

LPR Extended Job 
Receiving Mode 
(for the application to 
bundle several jobs into 
one) 

0 1

When multiple jobs are printed as a 
single job through a specific application 
with LPR command, the output is 
terminated in error.
When setting SW2=1, suppress the 
LPR transmission error so as to 
continue with printing.

1) After specifying Software Switch Setting, the 
main power switch must be turned off then on.
2) Possible to receive up to 2GB.
3) When changing the software switch settings, 
it may slow down the print job.

- -

3 Output Error Messages 0 1

Specify whether or not to print an error 
page when printing an unsupported file 
such as TIFF compression format.

1) When a PostScript error occurs, an error
page will be printed even if 1 (ON) is selected.

- -

4
PS Job End Detecting 
setting (via network) 

0 1

For multiple PostScript data combined 
into a single file to print via network, 
specify whether or not to divide the 
output into multiple jobs. When setting 
SW4=1, Output as multiple jobs by 
using Ctrl+D as a divider.

1) To prevent  jobs including Ctrl+D ex.EPS 
being improperly divided.
2) An error page may be output for a job if it 
contains font data or EPS data.

- -

5
PS Job End Detecting 
setting (via USB)

0 1

Specify whether or not to divide the 
output into multiple jobs when print an 
EPS file that using Ctrl+D as a divider 
via USB. 
When setting SW5=1, print data is 
output as a single job.

1) To prevent jobs including Ctrl+D ex.EPS 
being improperly divided . 
2) When combining several jobs into one, 
Ctrl+D works as a job end.
3) An error page may be output for a job if it 
contains font data or EPS data.

- -

6
Halftone image quality 
improvement

0 1

When a color image is printed, the tone 
reproduction becomes inferior.
When setting SW6=1, the conversion 
of the color image into the 
monochrome halftone is improved with 
a better reproducibility obtained.

Use of quality improvement function
When this setting is specified, RIP processing 
speed  might slow down in some cases.
<<outputting from PS(Plug-in) driver>>
Please check “Use CIE Color” on [Screen] tab 
in the driver.

- -

7 Support PJL JOB/EOJ 0 1

Specify whether or not to divide the 
output that combined multiple jobs by 
using the PJL JOBNAME and PJL EOJ 
NAME commands as dividers.
When single jobs set different output-
trays are merged in application, the 
print pages are outputted in one tray 
instead of the selected trays.

Set up whether to treat the job bundled by “PJL 
JOB NAME” and “PJL EOJ NAME” commands 
as one job.

- -

8 0 1 0 1 - -

9 0 0 1 1 - -

11
Always using Auto  Paper 
tray

0 1

Specify whether to use a paper tray 
setting from the printer diver, or always 
use [Auto] that applies the setting from 
the machine.

The tray selected on the main body or ATS gets 
priority.
When you can not change the paper tray using 
printer driver, you should check this switch 
(SW11) setting.

- -

12
Output LPR File Name
as Job Name

0 1

Specify whether the Job List Screen 
displays job names set by the machine 
or the printer driver, or file names set 
by the LPR command.

- - -

13
PS font list update 
processing time 
improvement

0 1

When install fonts, it need a long time 
and an error may occur during in the 
getting the information of the Font 
Management Utility.
When setting SW13=0 (default), the 
installation will be done faster and 
finished correctly.

When displaying a list of fonts from the Font 
Management Utility, the RAM font type display 
[HDD] on default setting.

- -

14
When PDF Direct Printing, 
9x11/ Letter Tab size 
detector switching

0 1

When the Letter Tab size is printed 
from “PDF direct print”, 9x11 inch 
paper is required by the machine.
Therefore, this setting switch the paper 
size.

This function is available in PDF Direct Print. - -

TIFF Direct Print  
Correspond to APS

Enable

Controller Software Switch

CSES DL No. Related escalation ID

CropBox size 
(screen display size)

No. Function Setting contents Note

--

MediaBox size
(PDF Paper size)

Disable

Detecting
(Output as multiple jobs)

Use of quality improvement
function

+0.9mm ～
 -0.9mm

No use of quality improvement 
function

No treat combined jobs as one job.Treat combined jobs as one job.

FW Ver.: G00-52

Letter tab

- -

Not Supported

Enable

+0.9mm ～ 
-4.0mm

+0.9mm ～ 
-10.0mm

Disable

Example / Effect of Software 
SW

Output Error Messages

Detecting
(Output as multiple jobs)

No output Error Messages

Not Detecting
(Do not divide the output into 

multiple
jobs.)

Not Detecting
(Do not divide the output into multiple

jobs.)

For direct print jobs with TIFF files, 
modify the threshold value for a paper 
size to automatically recognize the 
standard sizes.
By the combination of the SW8 / 9, it’s 
possible to change the recognition 
range of standard size.

9x11

Disable

Supported

Enable
(Displays file names set by the LPR

command)



CSES DL No. Related escalation IDNo. Function Setting contents Note
Example / Effect of Software 

SW

15

Print by the following 
setting
 from MacOSX10.5.
 - CoverPage+Multiple 
P ( )

0 1

From Mac OS 10.5 or later, although 
multiple copy sets are selected with 
cover insertion, the printer work 
correctly.

An error page may be output for a job if it 
contains font data or EPS data.

- -

16
Setting for use of LPR 
command option(-J)

0 1

When printing using LPR command 
with banner page option (-J), we can 
choose the print or not. - - -

17
PPML
Judgmental standard of 
the image size

0 1

In PPML data, the laid out image data 
may not be printed in a desired size.
When setting SW17=1, the image size 
is determined based on the size and 
resolution information in the image 
data.

- - -

18 0 1 0 1 0

19 0 0 1 1 0

20 0 0 0 0 1

21 0 0 0 0 0

22
Available by mixed 
PCL(Incl.PJL) file of 
simplex/duplex

0 1

When the PCL file that mixed Job of 
simplex/duplex is output from the  
office computer etc., we can set the 
printing of the blank page of the back 
side of the simplex pages.

- - -

23
Support Custom Sizes 
when outputting via direct 
print

0 1

When outputting the PDF file that some 
pages are different from standard size 
slightly from PageScope Direct Print, 
the output size can be switched  
standard size or custom size.

- - -

24
Support of outputting into 
Hold Job when printing 
without a printer driver

0 1

When outputting from specific 
application without a printer driver, the 
job will be held in engine. - - -

25
Correction of binding 
position of PCL

0 1

Printing mixed media (ex.A4 portrait/A4 
landscape), the binding position of PCL 
is different from that of PS. When 
setting SW25=1, it's possible to output 
the same binding position as the PS.

- - -

26
Tray switching of mixed 
custom size original

0 1

When printing mixed original of 
8.5x11/8.6x11/8.7x11, it can't be printed
from designated size tray.
When setting SW26=1, it's possible to 
switch paper feed tray depending on 
original size when printing mixed 
custom size original.

- This function is available when using 
PS(Plugin) driver. - -

27
Changing the PDF to PS 
conversion parameter 
setting

0 1

Printing a PDF job which has 
complicated-objects, this SW is 
possible to change the conversion 
parameter.

- - -

28
Control of blank pages 
printing

0 1

When printing from PS driver, it's 
possible to switch the control of blank 
pages printing. - - -

29

Same size and centering 
print are supported for the 
data over the maximum 
printable size  when TIFF 
Direct Printing,.

0 1

When printing the custom size that  
over the maximum printable size from 
TIFF Direct printing, SW 29=1 will be 
able to print same size and centering 
print.

- - -

30
PS font list print speed 
switch

0 1

When a large amount of fonts are  
downloaded to the controller, the print 
speed becomes switchable for sample 
print.

- - -

31
PDF Direct Print
Device Color mode 
support

0 1

Try to change this SW if a PDF file 
which has Drawing Blend-mode  sent 
by Direct Print isn't printed correctly. - - -

32
Support Paper Size 
setting when outputting via 
PS Direct Print.

0 1

When setting SW 32=1, it's possible to 
print the PDF/TIFF data to the paper 
size set on PSDP. - DLBT1713044EN ERBJKG1500838264

Output as standard sizes Output as custom sizes

Disable

Disable

First
(Only fonts name, No sample print)

Every object All objects

Not print blank pages 

Enable
(Use the Device Color mode)

--

In PPML data, folder name and file 
name may be described by the 
character code other than UTF-8.
When the symptom occurs, controller 
converts PPML data to UTF-8 and 
enable to load properly by setting 
software switch depending on the 
environment.

Enable

Enable
(Printed the blank page)

x-MS950-
HKSCS

(Taiwanese 
for

Windows OS)

x-mswin-936
(Chinese for 

Windows
OS)

x-windows-
949

(Korean for 
Windows

OS)

Enable

-

Disable

Disable
(Fit the scale for the paper)

Enable
(Same size and centering print)

Enable

Normal

PPML
The setting of character 
code other than UTF-8

Determining the image size based 
on the Dimensions attribute in the 

SOURCE element described in the 
PPML file.

Shift_JIS
(Japanese for 

Windows)

windows-1252
(FIGS for 
Windows

OS)

Disable Enable

Disable
(Don't use the Device Color mode)

Print blank pages

Disable
(Not printed the blank page)

Determining the image size based on the size and 
resolution information in the image data.

Only 1 copy is printed Print correctly

Disable Enable



CSES DL No. Related escalation IDNo. Function Setting contents Note
Example / Effect of Software 
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34

PostScript 
Level1command
support

0 1

The following PS Level 1 commands 
(only 3 commands below) are 
supported. When printing PS data  
including the following command 
created by JetForm from SAP-System, 
it will be printed correctly.
1) setduplexmode 2) settumble 3) 
settray

Simplex/Duplex mode -> "setduplexmode" 
[False:Simplex / True:Duplex]
Binding Psition -> "settumble"
[False:Left Binding/True:Top Binding]
Paper Tray -> "setpapertray"
[0:Tray1 , 1:Tray2, n:Tray n+1...]
- If a designated number is not available, the 
paper feed tray is selected automatically.
- Other commands (PS Level 1) are not 
supported.
- It's necessary to turn OFF/ON the sub-power 

- -

37
Make -C of lpr command 
disable

0 1

Banner pages are inserted into each 
job by prints through Linux.
By this sw is ON(1), it can be disabled 
to insert.  

- - -

39
Print charge change for 
Blank pages of PostScript

0 1

Support Print Charge 0(Charge) or 
1(None) for Blank papers.

- - -

40
Support CPSI VM (Virtual 
Memory) for size 
expanding

0 1

If CPSI error caused by resource 
shortage is occurred when a specific 
files are printed via a print driver or pdf 
files are printed by Direct Print, it may 
solve the problem.  

- - -

41
Support MediaType of 
PostScript

0 1

Paper types other than the standard 
cannot select if they were selected PS 
Std device parameter "/MediaType".

Support papers other than those specified by 
"/MediaType".

- PEBF__12001784

42
Correction of centering 
print position on the print 
paper 

0 1

If the Sw #32 is 1(ON) which follows 
the PJL size and a job is printed by 
Direct print,  the job isn't printed in the 
center on papers. This sw is 1(ON), 
which makes the print center.

If the Sw #32 is 0(OFF), this Sw doesn't work. DLBT1308375EN RIBJOD13000227

43
Support MediaColor of 
PostScript

0 1

Paper names are switched if the name 
set MediaColor isn't a color other than 
std paper colors. - - RIMNLC1300643863

44
Distinguish between 
capital and small letters of 
MediaColor of PostScript

0 1

By this Sw is 1(0), it becomes not to 
distinguish the capital and the small.

- DLBT1316455EN RIBJOD1300646296

45
Special PCL5 command 
support for pulling papers 
with arbitrary color names

0 1

Special PCL5 command supported: 
<esc>&n#WeColorName
If the "ColorName" is not one of the 
predefined 6 colors: [e.g. ABCDE] 
<esc>&n6WeABCDE -> pull paper 
from a tray with which "ABCDE" is set 
for "Name".
In prior to receive this special 
command at the controller, you must 
register the "ColorName" characters as 
a media "Name" in the [Paper Setting 
Register/Delete] screen in the engine, 
and select it in the [Tray Setting] of the 
target tray from which you want to pull 
papers for the command.

- DLBT1316455EN RIBUS_1300639845

46
Corp box image of PDF 
file is placed in center by 
DirectPrint 

0 1

Crop box image shifted when printing 
from Printgroove queue.
By this sw is On(1), the crop box image 
is placed in center. 

The controller places the crop box image of pdf 
file outputted through Direct print in center by 
the software switch is on. 

DLBT1401735EN        
DLBT1713044EN

PEBUS_1300697732

47

The job cannot be printed 
by Direct print but the date 
lamp of the operation 
panel keeps blinking

0 1

To turn off Over Print setting for PDF to 
PS conversion by Controller Memory 
Switch #47 to 1 (ON). - DLBT1405374EN PEBJOS1400708788

48

A PS error is printed if the 
PDF job outputted from 
PageScope Direct Print is 
over the max. paper size.

0 1
It supports the image size more than 
the max. if the PDF is printed by Direct 
Print.

However, the image printed on the paper is up 
to the max. image size.

DLBT14１3322EN
DLBT1413323EN 
DLBT1713044EN

ERBJNG1400733509

49

The job of the mixed 
paper size made by the 
A4 and custom size is 
outputted by the top 
binding, even if the 
specified left binding.

0 1

By changing the memory switch, it is 
able to change the page orientation of 
the back page layout in mixed media 
size job.

- DLBT1713044EN
ERBDFS1500794099
ERBJOD1500841609

50 Controller system Log 0 1

It's possible to get and keep the 
controller system logs to the HDD by 
special button sequence.
For detail information, please refer the 
Service Manual.

- - -

Disable (Charge) Enable (Not charge)

EnableDisable

Disable Enable

Disable Enable

Disable Enable

Enable Disable

Disable Enable

Disable Enable

48MB (Std) 128MB (Expand)

Not support Support

Not support Support

Disable (the Over Print setting is 
ON)

Enable (the Over Print setting is OFF)

Disable Enable

Disable Enable
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51
1200 dpi for Scan 
cooperated with Browser

1

It is supported by changing the 
Software Memory Switch to 1 (ON).

- DLBT1202597EN* PEBUS_12000177

52
All pages were sent by a 
bundle for Scan 
cooperated with Browser

1

It is supported by changing the 
Software Memory Switch to 1 (ON).

- DLBT1202597EN* PEBUS_12000177

53
Switch SRBC INFO 
STATUS Response from 
Separately to Bundle

0 1

Support to a request that @PJL INFO 
USTATUS is replied once only (as 
bundled) against @PJL INFO 
STATUS.

- - PEBD_13000403

54
Switch the notifying timing 
of SRBC JobStart

0 1

It's possible to notify the timing of 
JobStart when to the engine finished 
the first print from the end of the job 
receiving.

- - PEBD_1300671209

56
To change the support 
PDL for Banner page

0 1
By changing the memory switch, the 
support PDL makes available to the 
ALL from PS&PCL.

- DLBT1713044EN ERBJNG1400776515

58
Output timing of Banner 
page when Banner page 
& Face-up are set

0 1
When Face-up is selected, the banner 
page is outputted after the job. - DLBT1713044EN ERBJNG1400776515

58
Output timing of Banner 
page when Banner page 
& Face-up are set

0 1
When Face-up is selected, the banner 
page is outputted after the job. - DLBT1713044EN ERBJNG1400776515

59

When [pdf] file is printed 
by PSDP or PSWC, next 
to character of the 
number “5” and “6” are 

0 1

This phenomenon is avoided by 
[Conversion setting of PDF 2 byte True 
Type Front] which is changed by 
Controller memory Switch of the

-

60
Setting the number of 
copy per page

0 1

Enabling this switch allows to set the 
number of copy per page for PCL job.

Memory switch 60 enabled, there are the 
following restrictions.
-Sort function not available
-Page stamp enabled, the serial number is 

DLBT1713044EN ERBUS_1500818903

61
Setting for IPSec to 
exclude ICMPv6 from 
encryption target

0 1

It's needed to set the ICPMv6 to 
exception, if the customer use IPv6 and 
IPSec in same subnet environment.
When setting SW61=1, ICMPv6 is 

t d i th t k i t

1. It's needed to set this SW to "1", if the setting 
that excluded ICPMv6 from IPSec is available in 
Windows Vista or Linux.
2. After specifying Software Switch Setting, the 
main power switch must be turned off then on

- -

62 0 0 1 1 - -

63 0 1 0 1 - -

64
SMB browsing
Sub folder seeking

0 1

When setting SW64=1, it's possible to 
seek the sub folder when SMB 
browsing.

*Default setting is Disable (0).
If common folder have the many sub folder, it 
take much of the time for the sub folder 
seeking.

- -

65
IEEE802.1X 
authentication packet 
switch

0 1

It's possible to change the IEEE802.X 
authentication packet length. It's not necessary to change. If authentication 

error is happened, try to change the setting.
After specifying Software Switch Setting, the sub
power switch must be turned off then on.

- -

66
Change the Time 
adjustment Setting

0 1

When ActiveDirectory authentication, 
MFP must synchronize the time with 
AD server.
When default setting (0), the MFP 

h i th ti ith NTP

It's not necessary to change.
After specifying Software Switch Setting, the sub
power switch must be turned off then on.

- -

68
Webdav certificate 
verification

0 1

The setting of SW68, it can change the 
Webdav certificate verification setting. - After specifying Software Switch Setting, the 

main power switch must be turned off then on.
- -

69

Enable/Disable of PSWC 
makes available to 
change simultaneously 
with MIB

0 1

Enable/Disable of PSWC makes 
available to change simultaneously 
with MIB kmNetHttpdEnable setting.

- DLBT1201916EN* RIBDFS12001611

70
Make Auto Time 
correction with NTP 
disable for the engine 

0 1

From the ver.20, Auto time correction 
with NTP(Network Time Protocol) is 
added to the engine. If someone 
doesn't want, it can disable. 

- - -

71
The toner near empty MIB 
(The rest 25%)

0 1

When setting SW71=1, the MIB status 
notifies of the toner near empty will 
send when the rest 25%. - DLBT1201916EN*  PEBEU_12000890

72
The toner near empty MIB 
(The rest 75%)

0 1
When setting SW72=1, the MIB status 
notifies of the toner near empty will 
send when the rest 75%.

- DLBT1201916EN*  PEBEU_12000890

74 Support lpq command 0 1
Support "LPQ -P" command which is 
used on Linux. - - RIBCZ_13000140

PS&PCL only All PDLs

Output the banner page before a 
job with face-down

Output the banner page after a job with face-up

Output the banner page before a 
job with face-down

Output the banner page after a job with face-up

Enable

Disable
(Don't use the auto time adjustment function)

Disable

Enable
（Length included bit＝0）

Disable Enable

Support

At the end of the job receiving

Bundle

At the engine finished the first print out.

Disable

Enable

- -

A file name described as a PJL or PS command 
is displayed in the E-mail. e.g. When a print job 
is sent by LPR command, the file name is not 
displayed with the E-mail if it's not described by 
PJL or PS command. Using PS(Plug-in) driver 
with Send E-mail setting, the E-mail notification 
is sent to the address set in the PS(Plug-in) 
driver.

When print without PS(Plug-in), it's 
possible to send an E-mail which 
notifies if a print job has been finished 
successfully or not.

ICMPv6 is excluded from 
encryption target.

ICMPv6 is ciphered.

-

Disable

Setting for Job end E-mail 
without PS(Plug-in) driver

Disable

Send to the 
address set in 
Admin./Machi

ne Setting.

Disable

Enable
(Use auto time adjustment 
function via  NTP server)

Enable

Disable
（Length included bit＝1）

Disable Enable

Disable Enable

Enable

Enable Disable

Send to the 
address set in 
Admin./Machi

ne Setting 
only when an 

error 
happens.

Separately

Disable  Enable 

 Disable (Change to CIDType0: 
default)

 Enable (Change to CIDType2)

Not support
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75
Support All Job deletion at 
LPRM command 05 is 
received

0 1
It makes possible for a remote 
environment to delete all jobs. - - RIBUS_1300640608

77

Support of central 
arrangement print of 
PDF/TIFF data printed by 
PSDP even if the data is 
bigger than the paper.

0 1

Central arrangement print becomes 
available even if the data is bigger than 
the paper.

It's necessary to make controller memory switch 
#32=1 to make switch #77 effective.

DLBT1713044EN ERBJOS1400781934

78
Changing unspecified tray 
for PCL job

0 1

When no tray is specified, Auto tray is 
prioritized.

- DLBT1713044EN ERBUS_1500836202

80

Support the PCL5 
command and 
corresponding 
MEDIACOLOR

0 1

Support PCL/MediaColor command: 
<esc>&n#WdMediaColor
MediaColor command (d)
<ESC>&n#Wxxx
   The number of the letters   #: xxx
   xxx: d + MediaColor
   ex)<esc>&n7WdYellow => Yellow
* When the device receives 
"<esc>&n4WdRed", it specifies "Pink" 
instead of "Red" because KMI device 
has Colored Paper "Pink" as standard 
specification

Please do not use Controller memory Switch 
#80=1 and #45=1 at the same time.
If the user set both Controller memory Switch, it 
does not work #45. 

DLBT1713044EN ERBD__1500852138

81 Scan Job time in filename 0 1

YSOFT SafeQ need the time in scan 
job name.
The setting of SW81 change the file 
name that have sequential number to 
time data.

- - -

82
Support ZIP file of  
compression files for 
scanning file format

0 1

To change the compression format of 
PDF from NMR to ZIP.

- - RIBHK_1300685988

84
Change to the length of a 
job name when saving to 
User Box from PSDP

0 1

The file name, which is displayed on 
"Job History List" of WebUtility etc., 
becomes to a job name (maximum 
length is more than 32 byte) from a box 
fil ( i l th i 32 b t )

- DLBT1713044EN ERBJOD1500855098

85
Output support for 
PostScript file from PReS 
Print Soft

0 1

Print Type settings and Paper Tray 
settings will be selected automatically if 
the value of Post Script command 
Media Type is specified as follows:

M di T (TOP) D l d T 5

- DLBT1713044EN ERBHK_1500845347

86
Job Start/End notification 
E-mail support

0 1

When you set the E-mail address to E-
mail address item of Status notification 
setting, E-mail is sent with timing of Job 
start/End.

- DLBT1713044EN ERBAT_1500851947

87
Print a total number of 
pages of job on Banner 
page

0 1
By changing the memory switch, a total 
number of pages of job will be printed 
on Banner page.

- This is effective only when job is outputted by 
PS Plug-in driver.
- Need to set the MemSw #57 as "1" (ON).

DLBT1713044EN ERBJOD1500856277

88
Go offline when the fatal 
error occurs

0 1

When the fatal error occurs, a printer is 
issues Service Call, and its panel 
displays malfunction code, the printer 
returns TCP Window Zero and does 
not send TCP Window Update.

- DLBT1713044EN ERBEU_1500857482

89
Go offline when the paper 
empty or the paper jam 
occurs

0 1

When the printer is in paper empty 
state or paper jam state, the printer 
returns TCP Window Zero and does 
not send TCP Window Update.

- DLBT1713044EN ERBEU_1500857482

90

Performs the reset of the 
printer controller when 
prtGeneralReset is set to 
resetToNVRAM(5).

0 1

When an application sets the 
prtGeneralReset to resetToNVRAM(5), 
a printer performs the reset of the 
printer controller, and after reset of the 
print controller all of the data in the 
RAM is erased to delete the job data 

- - ERBUS_1500861604

91
Delays the print data 
transfer if 50 jobs or more 
are registered.

0 1

If the number of the active and 
reserved jobs reaches 50 or more, the 
printer delays the print data transfer.
This control cause the delay in the 
registration of the maximum number of 
the jobs which the printer can hold.

- DLBT1713044EN ERCW__1500863929

Disable Enable

Disable

Disable Enable

Disable Enable

Disable Enable

Not support Support

Disable
(default)

 Enable
(Central arrangement in accordance with the size of 

paper.)

Disable Enable

Disable Enable

Disable Enable

NMR ZIP

Not support Support

The last triple digits number are 
Sequential number

The last triple digits number are Time (seconds)

Disable  Enable 

Enable
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92

Error Popup message 
support when 
PERPAGESET command 
exceeds upper limit.

0 1
When PERPAGESET command line 
exceeds 105 lines, Print job is deleted 
and Error popup message is displayed.

When you use this function, please use 
the I-ROM(G00-51 or later) together.
And, please set the following Engine DipSW.
Engin SW 71-3: 1

DLBT1713044EN ERCW__1600866857Disable Enable


